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SPRING WEATHER
Spring has sprung and we will be spending more time outdoors  The playground will be ready for
use soon and we ask that caregivers send HATS and SUNSCREEN for your child each day. If desired, you
can label your child’s hat and sunscreen and keep it here at the Centre. We will need a form signed for
each child that gives the teachers permission to apply sunscreen. (Attached). Please also make sure your
child has a water cup or bottle at the Centre.
LANGUAGE NEST
Our Language Nest is happening every Tuesday and Wednesday in the 3-5 room from 9:30-12:30.
These sessions are completely in Nuu-chah-nulth and are led by fluent speakers and Cultural Advisors
Julia Lucas and Katherine Frazer (our lovely Elders) and Joshua Shaw, our Language Nest Team Leader.
We have prepared an info sheet (attached) with some of the language we have been learning along with
the phonetic alphabet to help you with some of the sounds. Please feel free to drop in and spend some
time with your children in our Language Nest .
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HEAD LICE
As most of you know we have been battling with head lice in our Centre over the past couple of
months. We have seen 4 cases so far. We ask that caregivers be proactive in helping us to please keep
this under control. Our policy (according to VIHA’s position on head lice) says that we will not segregate
nor exclude any child from our program or activities due to having lice. It is also important to protect
the privacy of the children with lice as reactions can significantly interfere with a child’s emotional well
being, social status in the Centre and the ability to learn. Island Health recommends children continue
to be included in all school activities when lice is suspected or confirmed. The rationale behind this is
that lice may be present on the scalp for weeks before they are discovered and children are often in the
Centre for weeks before they are detected. Therefore, there is no benefit to school exclusion. There are
many methods for getting rid of lice, (we recommend the wet combing method-print outs available on
the cubbies) and we now know that lice do not live very long off the scalp so cleaning of the house,
carpets and furniture is not necessary after an outbreak. You may want to consider washing hats,
pillows, bedding or brushes in hot soapy water for the 1st 2 days after an outbreak. We have tons of
information on head lice and are happy to discuss safe options with you should you discover your child
has them.
STAFF DEVELOPMENTAND CLOSURES
On April 19th the entire staff took part in Moe The Mouse Training in the evening. We will be
implementing this speech development program into our circle times once we receive our kit.
Some our staff took part in a 4 hour course called “Aboriginal Health: For the Next 7 generations For
The Children”. This course helped us to move beyond Cultural Sensitivity into Cultural Competency.
We will be CLOSED on Monday, May 22nd for Victoria Day 
DAYCARE GRAND OPENING & PAFC 50 YEARS CELEBRATION
The Child Care Centre will be CLOSED for Child care on Friday, May 26th as we will be opening our
doors for our Grand Opening from 11:30-2:00 PM. We hope that you will plan to come with your
children and enjoy the celebrations as a family .
DONATIONS
Thank you to some of our parents who have donated used clothing, toys and art
supplies. We and the children appreciate it so much! We will be beginning to play
outdoors in the yard soon and are looking for bigger movers and dump trucks and toys
to fill with dirt and rocks (think old Tonka trucks).
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ACTIVITIES
In the 3-5 room, Bree and Chloe had a lot of fun with the kids. We had some new toys donated
(Barbies/clothes/Polly Pockets/cars and trucks and action figures) which made all of the kids very happy
and very busy. Circle times have become a twice regular part of our day and the children are doing the
calendar, learning songs and finger plays (in both English and Nuu-chah-nulth) and sharing
story/puppet/game time. There have been some cool art activities including painting Easter Egg
balloons and the “Loose Parts Project”. Our practicum student crafted a GIANT banner (hanging in the
corridor to the kitchen) and all the children made their mark on it with paint on their hands and feet.
That was a very messy day and several of you wondered why your kids came home in completely
different outfits
“BOXES, BOXES, BOXES!
(By Bree in the 3-5 room)
During the past month, we have been exploring boxes. This journey began with bringing a box into our
room and the children used it as a car and pushed each other around until the box ripped and collapsed.
I asked the children what we can do now with the box, can we make something out of it? One of the
children expressed that she wanted to turn the box into an airplane! The children and I carefully cut the
box, rearranged the pieces, glued them together and began to make a list of what we needed. We put in
beds, seats, people, babies, blankets, cats, doors and a pool with a diving board! Our creation is made
from drawings, plasticine and plastic. We have been working on bigger boxes that we made into a car,
plane, crib and house. It’s amazing what we can do with just a cardboard box!”
In the Infant/Toddler room, Lisa and Brianne have continued to do easel painting in the class and we
have also received some new toddler toys and materials for that room. Circle time is happening twice a
day and the toddlers are getting the opportunity to learn some important listening skills and also how to
sit long enough to enjoy stories and songs. Some of the most popular items to play with are the rollers
(think a barrel on the end of a stick that the kids can push and walk with), the balls, the pop up toys and
anything that makes a noise. The current favorite activity amongst our toddlers is putting their shoes
and coats on and then taking them off, repeatedly. Add to this stealing everybody else’s shoes to put
on. Another super popular activity amongst our crew right now is doing up and undoing the buckles on
the high chairs  The children are also getting a big kick out of pushing around the chairs and climbing
in and out of cardboard boxes!

